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Vaping over view-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=6
&v=9dZS_Rniak0

Mocking Juul’s Methods-
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2POq39ce_5I

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=6&v=9dZS_Rniak0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2POq39ce_5I




What are they?

ENDS- Electronic Nicotine Delivery System
WHAT IS VAPOR??
Developed in China
Originally for cessation- Ramifications STILL 

linger today



Concerns overall

Nicotine content! And Nicotine Salts
Marketing/Stealth- New PRODUCTS
Healthier does not = Healthy
Flavoring- lots of changing legislation
“Jailbreaking”- Very easy to “hack” or 

experiment with
Substances that have been used and are 

emerging



The MOST current concerns EVALI- This 
summer to today (As February11, 2020)
 Steep decline since  September 2019
Over 2,758 lung injury cases from all states and 3 US 

districts/Territories. 64 deaths in 28 states
 As of January 14, 2020, NJ had their first death in August, 

there are 59 confirmed EVALI cases and 49 Probable, with 
11 under investigation, ages 14-75

 There are still many unknowns- but things that have come 
to light

 THC products with thickeners such as vitamin E oil or other 
oil products

 AFTER/BLACKMARKET products-
Over 152 different brands identified as used by patients



EVALI Product correlations 
BRANDS - Dank Vapes, a class of largely 

counterfeit THC-containing products of 
unknown origin, was the most commonly 
reported product brand used by patients 
nationwide …in the Northeast and South, TKO 
and Smart Cart  in West and Rove in the 
Midwest.



And about Marijuana??

Identifying
CBD vs. THC
THC concentrations- 60s and NOW
Dabbing



Common “Pushback”

 It’s just water vapor
 Smokers who vape vs. youth who vape
 Nicotine-free juices
 The U.K. uses vaping as part of cessation programs
 THC only pods
 JUUL company
 Vaping sponsorships and competitions
 Vaping flavors



Emerging dangers

Poison control- Nicotine ingestion
Alcohol can be used in it- BAC
Explosions
Pieces
Stroke
THC Hyperemesis
Glucan- Microbial Toxin- found in e-cigs, 

but recently proven to be in JUUL too



MISINFORMATION Vaping 
advocates 

portray 
vaping as a 

healthy 
alternative 
to smoking-

Safer does 
not mean 

SAFE, 
healthier 
does not 

mean 
HEALTHY



MORE MISINFORMATION
While many 
advocates 
tout the fact 
that food 
safe 
ingredients 
are used in 
vaping 
solutions, 
these 
products 
have NOT 
been 
approved for 
the pressure 
and heat of 
vaping, and 
have 
resulted in 
many of the 
issues.



If they don’t believe the Science, Show 
them the MONEY!

 Show them the MONEY 
(Investments and advertising)

 History of the tobacco industry’s 
deception



Ways to help
Follow the money, ask questions, and 

observe
21 to buy Tobacco Products NATIONALLY
Flavor Ban- State and Federal
NJ Quit Center- 833-795-QUIT (7848) 
Our schools!  Teachers, SACs, Peer to peer, 

changes in punishment cycles
Proposed school policy changes
Aspire and Treatment vs Suspension 



Incorruptible.us
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